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4 Mio records | 3000 locations | 100 years scientific lexicography

WBÖ (dictionary) | DBÖ (database) | DBÖ @ema | WBOE@online |

Index

- Lemma
- Bibliographie
- Personen
- Orte
- Gemeinden
- Regionen
- Fragebuch

Details

- WBÖ Lemma: Pus
- Kategorie: Unbekannt
- Wortart: Unbekannt
- Wörterbücher: WBO 3.1515

wboe@SKOS |

wboe+dboe@LOD |

2016 dboe@TBX

2019 citizens@dboe

2019 open dboe

wboe+dboe@TEI
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ES (USAL): ROBERTO THERON | IE (DCU/ADAPT): ALEXANDER O’CONNOR | AT (ZSI): BARBARA KIESLINGER

Cooperation Partners
exploring Austria’s culture through the language glass

CORE THEMES

- e-lexicography
- visual analysis tools
- citizen science
- social innovation
- open science

development of specialised focus groups
• Web-based, collaborative, multilingual, domain-tuned IT infrastructure

• exploitation and linking of data through semantic web

• archiving, editing, analysing non-standard data and lexicographic output

• facilitate scholarly and amateur inquiry

• explore the data with interactive visual tools

include linked knowledge from European and global infrastructures → embed in existing infrastructures

Semantic search engine

exploring Austria’s culture through the language glass
exploring Austria’s culture through the language glass

- include **linked knowledge** from European and global infrastructures → embed in existing infrastructures
- embed data to infrastructures
- develop sustainable workflows
- ensure interoperability and open access data

**KEY STEPS**

**Semantic search engine**
Cooperation Partners

AT: EVELINE WANDL-VOGT with Amelie Dorn, Melanie Siemund
ES (USAL): ROBERTO THERON | IE (DCU/ADAPT): ALEXANDER O’CONNOR | AT (ZSI): BARBARA KIESLINGER


MATERIALS

WBÖ (dictionary) | DBÖ (database) | dbö@ema | wboedonline | wboe+dboe@LOD

2016 dboe@TBX
2019 citizens@dboe
2019 open dboe

KEY STEPS

• interoperability
• standards
• workflows

Web-based, collaborative, multilingual, domain-tuned IT infrastructure
• linking of data through semantic web
• archiving, editing, analysing non-standard data and lexicographic output
• facilitate scholarly and amateur inquiry
• explore the data with interactive visual tools

explore AT

exploring Austria’s culture through the language glass

CORE THEMES

• visual analysis tools
• e-lexicography
• social innovation
• citizen science
• open science

linked knowledge from
european and global infrastructures ➔ embed in existing infrastructures

Semantic search engine

Material

WBÖ
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• Austria country outline, magnifying glass - www.clker.com
• Dialect material/paper slips - Eveline Wandl-Vogl